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Abstract
The derelict Garver Feed Mill on Madison’s east side
offers a unique connection to the city’s industrial history, while
the surrounding property remains the largest unprogrammed
public open space within city limits. Bordered on two sides by
Starkweather Creek - a polluted urban stream - the site holds
opportunities for ecological restoration, historic and cultural
education, and the overall creation of a community park.
Through the study and synthesis of landscape history
and wetland reconstruction, the gathering of community
input, stakeholder meetings, and review of existing precedents,
this proposal provides an analytical framework for the
development of the Garver Feed Mill & North Plat. Only by
understanding the site’s historic and cultural contexts, and
through creating a participatory, recreational environment,
can Garver become a valuable destination at both local and
regional scales, providing a new type of amenity to the City of
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Fig. 1.1 Garver from Starkweather
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Introduction

Research Topic

To fulfill the requirements of the Senior
Capstone Program in the Department of Landscape
Architecture at the University of Wisconsin-Madison
I will investigate how ideas of landscape history and
wetland reconstruction may inform urban park design
and post-industrial redevelopment. This investigation
will be given context and focus by the concerns and
goals of the Schenk - Atwood - Starkweather - Yahara
(SASY) Garver Re-Use Committee, which include adaptive
reuse and recreational design. The Garver Feed Mill and
surrounding North Plat in Madison, Wisconsin will be the
site for this study.

Creating a publicly valuable space at Garver will
require an understanding of both the site’s historical
context and its capacity to improve water quality in
Starkweather Creek through wetland restoration.
Combining these two areas of study will create the
greatest opportunity for a sense of ecological worth
and cultural connection to the landscape. Cultivating
a sense of place must be one of the central goals in
any public project, a goal which can often be aided
through expression of the project’s history. This research
addresses the methodologies and precedents in which
landscape history can play a formative role in open
space design, as well as the processes leading to the
reconstruction of wetland ecosystems.

Fig. 1.2 Brownfield area on site

Type of Project
to the building has overgrown with reed canary grass,
and is ripe for redevelopment. Furthermore, the site’s
location at the confluence of the east and west branches
of Starkweather Creek present an incredible opportunity
for wetland restoration to mitigate aquatic pollutants.
Given this background, the Garver site proves
an excellent candidate for urban park and open space
design. Ultimately, the design must preserve or enhance
the ecologically valuable portions of the site, while
proposing new recreational uses for the remaining
acreage. Creating an experiential link to the site’s
industrial heritage will be critical, while providing ample
opportunities for cultural and environmental education
throughout the park.
Introduction

The Garver Feed Mill and surrounding 28-acre
site stands today as one of the greatest redevelopment
opportunities in the Madison area. Dating back to 1906,
the now-abandoned Garver Feed Mill operated as a
beet sugar factory before transitioning to poultry feed
production for the better half of the 20th century. The
massive scale and historic value of the mill building
offers ample potential for re-use, though the landscape
provides an even greater opportunity. In a state of
unchecked abandonment since the late 1970’s, the
Garver site is part urban wilderness, part city dump
& brownfield wasteland. Much of the site boasts
ecologically valuable areas reminiscent of the Arboretum
- mature stands of trees and sweeping grasslands running
along Starkweather Creek, while the acreage adjacent
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Professional Focus
The SASY Garver Re-Use Committee, my client
on this project, has already established a broad and
reasonable set of goals for the site. Generally, they hope
to maintain the ‘wild’ character of Garver, while providing
opportunities for recreation, historical education, and
community gathering throughout the site. Construction
of large buildings and parking lots are unilaterally
undesirable.
These goals will be addressed largely through
creative recreational design, providing ample
opportunities for users of all ages and abilities to enjoy
the site. By building a feeling of play and exploration
within Garver, the historical and educational components
can be seamlessly integrated. Furthermore, creating a
landscape that cohesively serves the functions of the Mill
re-use will maximize the overall functionality and value of
the site.

Capstone Products
The products of this capstone will include a set of
design documents and recommendations for the Garver
Feed Mill, which will be submitted to the SASY Garver ReUse Committee, and a capstone document, which will be
submitted to the Department of Landscape Architecture
in partial fulfillment of the degree of Bachelor of Science
in Landscape Architecture.
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Fig. 1.3 View from high point

Project Context &
Background
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Site Location
•1 hour from Milwaukee / 2 hours from Chicago
• Madison is best known for the University of Wisconsin, liberal
politics, the Capitol building, and professional hippies.

Madison, WI

pop. city: 240k / metro: 560k

Garver Feed Mill

Fig. 2.1 Regional locator
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Site Aerial

• The building itself is called the Garver Feed Mill, while the surrounding land is technically a separate
entity known as the North Plat. In this document, ‘Garver’ will refer to them as a collective entity.
Fig. 2.2 Site aerial
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Site History
Fig. 2.4 Garver Feed Mill, 1980’s

Fig. 2.3 US Sugar Company, 1924

Image ©Wisconsin Historical Society
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1906

1908

1929

Building
constructed as a
beet sugar factory
for the U.S. Sugar
Co.

Pollution into Lake
Monona affects ice
harvesting due to
beet effluent color.
Detention ponds
are dug out on site
to process beet
waste.

Slump in sugar
prices forces
U.S. Sugar Co.
into bankruptcy,
factory is sold to
James Garver to
be converted into
a mill for dairy and
poultry feeds.

Image ©East Side History Club

1930s-90s
Various additions
and demolitions
are made to
the mill, overall
reducing the size
and footprint of the

1997
Garver Feed & Supply
Co. closes its doors
for good, Olbrich
Botanical Gardens
purchases 5-ac building
parcel and deeds
to City of Madison,
which purchases the
remaining 23-ac.

?

Fig. 2.5 Commonwealth Proposal, 2007

Fig. 2.6 Current Conditions

2001

2007

Now

Large fire causes
significant
damage to back
of building
structure, forcing
its removal.

Ownership of Garver /
North Plat has transferred
back to City of Madison,
Commonwealth Dev’t
wins approval to renovate
the Mill into an arts
incubator. Housing
market crashes and
project is derailed.

Site is currently owned by City of Madison Parks.
$1.8 million is allocated in the 2014 budget towards
stabilizing the structure, and the city is currently
preparing an RFP to solicit developers for the
building.
Current fate of the North Plat is uncertain.

Project Context & Background

Image ©2007 Commonwealth Development
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Compost / Plant Waste

N

Rubble

Existing Conditions

Municipal Leaf Mulch & Snow

Wasteland

• Much of the existing acreage at Garver is currently used by
the City of Madison as a dumping ground, particularly for
municipal leaf mulch and snow piling. This contributes to
significant salt damage on the property.
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Fig. 2.7 Existing Conditions - Wasteland

• Olbrich Botanical Gardens also uses the site as ‘back of
house’ operations - composting, mulching, storage of pots,
pavers, and other landscape materials.

Vistas

Starkweather Creek

Existing Conditions

Scrub Prairie

Natural Spaces

• A number of established, beautiful natural spaces exist
on the site. Particularly in areas to the north, overgrown
vegetation becomes the standard.
• Many of the species established on the site are considered

Fig. 2.8 Existing Conditions - Natural

undesirable, such as cottonwoods or reed canary grass.
• Expansive vistas can be observed from the two central
high points on the site.

Project Context & Background

Footpaths
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Run / Hike / Bird

Dog Walking

Canoe / Kayak

Photography
60’

Urban Camping

Existing Conditions

Current Uses

• As it stands now, the site is quite well used. The majority
of users engage in low-impact activities such as walking or
jogging, as well as birding or taking dogs for a stroll.
• Vagrancy and other less-desirable uses are also common at
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Rituals...?

Graffiti

Fig. 2.9 Existing Conditions - Current Uses

Garver. Due to the lack of oversight, graffiti, urban camping,
underage drinking, and other illegal activities find a home
here. Many people also visit the site to take pictures, likely
inspired by the historic, haunting character.

Industrial Character

Quality Space
Existing Conditions

Inside the Mill

• There’s nearly as much variety within the Mill as outside. In
areas where the roof collapsed, trees and other vegetation
have taken root, creating a ruin-garden like state. Most
of the rooms are of a large scale, representative of the

Fig. 2.10 Inside the Mill

building’s industrial history.
• Olbrich currently uses the building for storage, though
the City of Madison is currently drafting an RFP to solicit
developers for adaptive reuse of the structure.

Project Context & Background

Vegetation
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Primary Goals
& Concerns

20

Project Workflow
Graphic abstraction of the stages through which this
project will progress through May 2014.

Garver Park

Parker Jones

Bachelor of Science in Landscape Architecture
9.25.2013

Capstone Project Workflow
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WORKLOAD
Concept: Any complex project will require many iterations and feedback loops. Larger text represents the key milestones, while smaller text shows the supporting activities. Loops & workflow are represented in blue. The Garver Factory outline at the bottom illustrates the volume of production / work over the year.

Fig. 3.1 Project Workflow

Primary Goals & Concerns

Sweet
Freedom
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Primary Goals & Concerns
Client Background
Schenk-Atwood-StarkweatherYahara Neighborhood Association
(SASY-NA)
Garver Re-Use Committee:

John Steines, Sue Thering, Betty Chewning, Lou HostJablonski, (along with Jason Tish, & John Martens)

2. Cultural Landscape Experience
• retain the remnant industrial artifacts on the site.
• develop educational programming / trail system
focused on the cultural landscape and environmental
history.

Client Goals

3. Ecological Considerations

Derived from a 2006 Visualization Workshop conducted
by Sue Thering, Ph.D.

• Develop a long-range landscape management plan.
• Preserve or enhance ecological and vegetative corridors,
including native plant communities.
• Attract wildlife and sustain species diversity.

1. Wilderness Landscape Experience
• retain low impact nature trails.
• maintain or enhance vegetation that frames or screens
surrounding views.
• develop ecological programming / education.
• maintain current ‘dark sky’ appearance at night.

Fig. 3.2 Looking east across Starkweather
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Fig. 3.3 Overgrown streambank

Overall Goals
Fig. 3.4 Current access across railroad

4. Neighborhood Connections & Access

2

Explore designs which allow the Garver Mill
Building and the North Plat to function as a
cohesive unit. Such a design could help the
site to reach its potential as a regional amenity
& landmark.

3

Enhance connections to amenities on the East
Side and Madison as a whole, with a particular
focus on the linkage between Olbrich Botanical
Gardens and the Capital City Trail.

• Construct new entries (bridge) to allow pedestrian
access to Garver & existing trails.
• Existing entries should be maintained for ease of access
from surrounding residential neighborhoods.
• Boundaries between Garver & neighborhoods should
be designed and maintained with attention to visual
impact from bounding streets and green spaces.
• Maintain unrestricted access to site.
• Enhance Olbrich’s function as a cultural and educational
center for the region.
Fig. 3.5 Starkweather viewed from railroad bridge

Primary Goals & Concerns

1

Understand the goals of the neighborhood
& the greater public, synthesize into a design
that can be used as leverage throughout the
development process.
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Research Topic
Project Type &
Professional Focus
Precedent Review
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Constructed Wetlands

Background
The 24 square mile Starkweather Creek watershed
encompasses nearly all of Madison’s east side, and similar
to most urban watersheds, it experiences significant
pollution and water quality issues. Ineffective treatment
of stormwater, overuse of fertilizer, and destruction of
wetlands have left Starkweather Creek ecologically crippled
and nearly stagnant (Nelson 2006).
The Garver Feed Mill site represents one of the
greatest natural opportunities to remediate much of the
creek’s pollution issues. Most of the watershed drains
into two branches of Starkweather Creek (East and West),
which merge together only 2700’ before outflowing into
Lake Monona (Fig. 5.2), with 1500’ running directly along
the Garver property. Creating an opportunity for water
treatment at Garver represents the last line of defense
before this densely polluted water distills into Lake Monona.
Reducing the pollution and nutrient load from Starkweather
would aid significantly in mitigating algal blooms and
eutrophication currently plaguing the lake and beyond
(Nelson 2006).
Water Quality in Starkweather
Starkweather Creek exemplifies the pollution
scheme found in other urban water bodies. Chemical
toxins (synthetic organic compounds and heavy metals)
cause significant harm at all trophic levels, from bacteria to
vegetation to fish species (Gottschal 2007). In addition to
these toxins, runoff contains harmful loads of nutrients from
fertilizers used in agricultural practices or lawn applications.
In small quantities, these nutrients are beneficial - providing
for the growth of aquatic plants (Nelson 2006). However, in
excess, the nutrients cause eutrophic conditions facilitating
massive growth of algae blooms and causing fluctuations in
the amount of dissolved oxygen in the water (Nelson 2006).

Fig. 4.1 Chemicals in Starkweather Creek higher
than found in control sample

Fig. 4.2 View of Starkweather confluence area

Research Topic

Research Topic
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Research Topic

Constructed Wetlands

Treatment Options
There are multiple methods and philosophies as to the
treatment of polluted wastewater. Conventional wastewater
treatment typically requires large capital investments and is
highly energy intensive (Nichols 1983). Furthermore, such
heavy-handed, engineered processes are directly at odds with
the community values of preserving Garver as a natural, public
open space. Within the last few decades, however, a growing
body of evidence has shown that constructed wetlands prove
effective in treating wastewater.
Aside from creating habitat for plant and animal life,
naturally occurring wetlands inherently function as a biofilter,
removing sediment and pollutants from water. These same
benefits can be created and improved upon in constructed
wetlands. By deliberately creating aerobic and anaerobic
zones for microbes and aquatic plants, water pollution can be
treated effectively with minimal cost (Tenenbaum 2004). In
any wetland system, the removal of pollutants is driven by a
combination of three basic processes:
Physical: settling of suspended solids from the water column as
the flow rate decreases.
Chemical decomposition: breakdown or consumption of
chemical pollutants by bacteria or fungi.
Biological incorporation: Uptake and detention of excess
nutrients or heavy metals by aquatic species, particularly
plants.
The Wisconsin DNR, in partnership with the US EPA,
has mandated a 20% reduction in the phosphorus total
maximum daily load (TMDL) entering the Rock River from the
Madison chain of lakes (Mendota-Monona-Waubesa-Kegonsa).
(Fries 2013). For the City of Madison, this represents a 16,000
lb required annual reduction. To put that into perspective, a
‘huge’ (no quantitative metric given) drainage pond reduces
around 200 lbs / year. This reduction will be no small task.
Greg Fries, Principal Engineer for the City of Madison Sanitary
& Storm Sewer Division, has suggested that approximately
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1000 lbs of phosphorus per year could be removed from
Starkweather Creek through a proposed aluminum phosphate
(‘alum’) treatment system (Fig 4.3). This system works
by introducing alum into the water, which binds almost
immediately with suspended phosphorous and precipitates it
from the solution. The result is a layer of non-toxic ‘floc’, which
slowly settles in a drainage channel to be removed bimonthly
by bucket loaders or other excavation equipment. Such a
method would cost between $700,000 - $1 million annually.
“Very often, you can show that if you solve the problem
ecologically, with nature’s tools, it’s less costly than if you use
human monitors, pipes, pumps, and especially chemicals.
We humans have this basic desire to have natural systems
around us. So if we can use something that’s akin to nature
to solve our problems, it’s a double-win situation.”
				- William J. Mitsch, Ph.D.,
Professor of natural resources, environmental science, and
ecological engineering at The Ohio State University and
editor of the journal of Ecological Engineering

Almost all of the Garver and North Plat site was
a wetland prior to settlement in the late 1800’s (Nelson
2006). The low-lying topography and poorly drained soils
are typical of a wetland ecosystem. Furthermore, much of
the site currently stands as a ephemeral swamp, flooded for
months out of the year, and damp for many more. Given this
background, Garver offers an ideal setting for a reconstructed
wetland to remove phosphorus and improve water quality.
Phosphorous Removal
Wetlands, whether natural or constructed, incorporate
and retain phosphorus through two primary methods:

1) Biomass incorporation by plants during the spring and
summer. Phosphorous will be slowly released as plants senesce
in the fall, or the biomass can be annually harvested to produce
nutrient-rich compost. (Gottschal 2007)
2) Retention by soils or root-bed media, wherein phosphorous
is chemically bound into the soil. (Hsu 1964)
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Fig. 4.4 Constructed wetland methodology

Research Topic

Through numerous case studies, these methods have
proven effective in removing between 50-80% of soluble
inorganic phosphorus (Li 2008). Furthermore, constructed
wetlands can provide ancillary benefits in the form of wildlife
habitat, recreational and environmental space, or simply urban
greenspace (Gearhart et al., 1989). A frequently mentioned
example, the Arcata Marsh in California, has fully integrated
wastewater treatment into a public wildlife sanctuary and
recreational amenity, now renowned as a bird watching
hotspot.
Given the natural character of the Garver site, and the
goals of the community at large to maintain the area as natural,
open space, incorporating significant acreage of constructed
wetland into the program scheme would be well advised.
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Research Topic

Literature Review

Hurley, Andrew. “Narrating the Urban Waterfront: The Role of
Public History in Community Revitalization.” Public Historian.
28.4 (2006): 19-50. Web. 7 Oct. 2013.
Hayden, Dolores. “Placemaking, Preservation, and Urban
History.” Journal of Architecture and Education. 41.3 (1984): 4551. Web. 7 Oct. 2013.
[Excerpt From Abstract] In accordance with Kevin Lynch’s
proposal to choose a past to construct a future, this article
explores the political, historical, and cultural past of the ethnic
minorities and women in Los Angeles. The goal was to develop
a “theory of place” that would connect historical research to
present issues and thereby establish a new agenda for historic
preservation, public art, and urban design.
[Excerpt] Although architectural history, currently the basis
of most preservation efforts, can provide an aesthetically
satisfying view of the past, it is often quite limited politically.
Urban history, including economic and social history, offers
complementary resources for historic preservation. Through
preserving urban history, we can explain the urban design of a
city and its economic growth.
Hayden’s article offers a thoroughly developed metric
regarding the methods for historical preservation, in
response to the prevailing paradigm of preservation based on
architectural significance. She argues throughout the paper
that much of the value in preservation is making us aware
of the cultural & social inheritance of a place, rather than it’s
built environment alone. This applies strongly my capstone
project at the Garver Feed Mill. The building has a relatively
unadorned and utilitarian industrial character, however, its
significance as a major east-side employment center and driver
of neighborhood development provide tremendous insight
into the evolution of the SASY neighborhood.
Hebbert, Michael. “Re-Enclosure of the Urban Picturesque:
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Green-Space Transformations in Postmodern Urbanism.” Town
Planning Review. 79.1 (2008): 31-59. Web. 9 Oct. 2013.
[Excerpt from Abstract] Modernism rejected enclosure in
favour of an open space vision inspired by eighteenth-century
picturesque landscape design. As the stock of green space
increased, so did concerns about its environmental and social
utility. Towards the end of the century there appeared an
alternative vision of urban open space. Instead of openness it
sought enclosure, and instead of a passive pictorial quality it
aimed at the active provision of ecosystem services to the built
environment.
In this article, Hebbert expands on the evolution of green
space in cities - shifting from picturesque threads of nature
intertwining with homes and businesses to bastardized
landscape buffers shielding the public eye from ugliness and
lawns showcasing the vastness of sprawl. The solution to this,
he explains, is the retrofitting of enclosed types of space - the
boulevard, public square, buildings fronting to the sidewalk.
For the many picturesque landscape parks which have fallen
into decay, the solution may be to subdivide them into a mix
of uses, with smaller, higher quality green spaces throughout.
The 28-acre Garver site currently resembles an overgrown
landscape park, making it an interesting candidate for debate
on this issue. On one hand, much of the site is overgrown
and scrubby - in definite need of improvement. On the other,
it’s one of the only ‘wild’ spaces left in Madison, and provides
considerable recreational and aesthetic benefits in that regard.
Bullen, Peter. “The Rhetoric of Adaptive Reuse or Reality of
Demolition: Views from the Field.” Cities. 27.4 (2010): 215-224.
Web. 9 Oct. 2013.
Boschmann, Eric E, and Jessica N Gabriel. “Urban sustainability
and the LEED rating system: case studies on the role of regional
characteristics and adaptive reuse in green building in Denver
and Boulder, Colorado.” Geographical Journal. 179.3 (2013):
221-233. Web. 6 Oct. 2013.

Esther H.K. Yung, Edwin H.W. Chan. “Implementation challenges
to the adaptive reuse of heritage buildings: Towards the goals
of sustainable, low carbon cities.” Habitat International, Volume
36, Issue 3, July 2012: 352-361. JSTOR. Web. 7 Oct. 2013.
Baker, Lauren. “Tending Cultural Landscapes and Food
Citizenship in Toronto’s Community Gardens.” Geographical
Review. 94.3 (2004): 305-325. Web. 8 Oct. 2013.
[Excerpt from Abstract] The gardens, spaces where passions for
plants and food are shared, reflect the city’s shifting cultural
landscape and represent an everyday activity that is imbued
with multiple meanings. Toronto’s community food-security
movement uses gardens as one strategy to regenerate the local
food system and provide access to healthy, affordable food.
The gardens reveal the role gardeners play in transforming
urban spaces, the complex network of organizations working
cooperatively and in partnership to implement these projects,
and the way in which social and cultural pluralism are shaping
the urban landscape

DeLyser, Dydia. “Authenticity On The Ground: Engaging The
Past In A California Ghost Town.” Annals Of The Association
Of American Geographers 89.4 (1999): 602. Academic Search
Premier. Web. 9 Oct. 2013.
Wiendu Nuryanti, “Heritage and postmodern tourism”, Annals
of Tourism Research, Volume 23, Issue 2, (1996): 249-260.
Academic Search Premier. Web. 7 Oct. 2013.
Egoz, Shelley. “Clean and Green but Messy: The Contested
Landscape of New Zealand’s Organic Farms.” Oral History, Vol.
28, No. 1, Landscapes of Memory (Spring, 2000), pp. 63-74.
Published by: Oral History Society. Web. 7 Oct. 2013.

Langston, Craig, Esther Hiu-Kwan Yung, and Edwin Hon-Wan
Chan. “The Application Of ARP Modelling To Adaptive Reuse
Projects In Hong Kong.” Habitat International 40.(2013): 233243. Academic Search Premier. Web. 7 Oct. 2013.

Fig. 4.5 Capital City Trail bridge over Starkweather,
facing Lake Monona

Research Topic

Baker expands on the growing consensus regarding the
importance of community gardening for social welfare,
focusing strongly on the cultural benefits achieved through
interactions between different ethnic and socioeconomic
groups. Community gardening is arguably a greater-than- thesum-of -its-parts phenomenon, creating immense benefits
aside from fresh food, and shaping the landscape of the city
outside of the gardens themselves. One of the cornerstone
goals for developing the Garver site will be to create a
participatory landscape where citizens are given a legitimate
stake in the place. Baker would argue (and most Madison
residents would agree) that providing some opportunity for
community gardening or urban agriculture would be the
strongest starting point.
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Project Type & Professional Focus
Type of project:
- Ecological Preservation
- Historic & Cultural Education
- Community Park
Developing a design for Garver and the North Plat
will require knowledge from multiple disciplines within the
profession. The project is a public park design at its root, with
the vast majority of public opinion looking to see the land kept
open to the community. Any details further than that, and the
consensus begins to break down.
Challenges surrounding development of the Garver
site stem from a variety of factors, both physical and political.
Examining the site from a neighborhood scale, there are strong
and legitimate stakeholders on all sides:

Stakeholders
Olbrich Botanical Gardens (OBG)
Previously had partial ownership of the property, currently
uses a large area for composting and materials storage. OBG’s
master plan shows some level of storage maintained so that
their back-of-house activities can continue. Furthermore,
Olbrich restored the Rose Cottage building adjacent to the
Mill building, which they currently utilize as office space. They
will pursue a site use scheme which does not detract from the
enjoyment or function of their facilities.
SASY and Eastmorland Neighborhoods
As well as the greater public: Both neighborhoods have a
strong historical identity and character, with a tradition of
grassroots organizing and vocal participation in the planning
process. Many residents from these neighborhoods and
beyond currently use the site for recreation, have emotional
ties to the space, or have rightfully vested interests as to the
type of development which occurs there. Residents of the
Eastmorland neighborhood are particularly concerned with the
current lack of access across Starkweather Creek.
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Friends of Starkweather Creek (FSC)
As the advocacy group for Starkweather Creek, FSC’s greatest
concern is with the health of the creek. Given that Garver sits
at a critical point within the Starkweather Creek Watershed, the
fate of the site will be of much interest. It would be difficult
to make a legitimate case for a site plan that does not strive to
improve the water quality in this creek.
City of Madison Engineering Division
By way of a DNR / EPA mandate, the phosphorus load
exiting the Madison chain of lakes will need to be reduced
by 16,000 lbs / year within the decade. Again with focus on
Starkweather Creek, the Engineering Division has proposed
an alum treatment channel on the site, which would remove
phosphorus from the water before it enters Lake Monona.
Regardless of the success of this specific proposal, their interest
in the site will likely continue given Garver’s location within the
watershed.
Capital City Trail Users
Cyclists within Madison are often described as their ‘own
advocacy group’, and will vocally praise or decry plans that
affect the area where Sugar Ave crosses the Capital City Trail
in front of Garver. As this is the only legal railroad crossing
easement near the site, there’s a high likelihood that some
alterations will be made to this crossing.
City of Madison Parks and Planning Divisions
Currently the owners of the site, they are working tirelessly
towards finding a solution which brings some form of
development or action onto the site.
Madison Trust for Historic Preservation
Advocates for the rehabilitation of the Garver Feed Mill
structure, preserving it as a part of Madison’s historic legacy.
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Fig. 4.6 Bird’s Eye of the Garver Feed Mill and
Madison Silo Co, Mid 1980’s
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Precedent Review
Precedent Studies

Parker Jones

Bachelor of Science in Landscape Architecture
10.21.2013

Garver Feed Mill

Location:

Foundries’ Garden

Nantes, France
Size:

5.7 acres
Built:

2009

Designer:

ADH Doazan +
Hirschberger

Botanical Character

Places to Sit

Historic Artifacts

Event / Gathering Space

Fig. 4.7 Foundries’ Garden precedent study
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Modern Additions

Centered within a 350-acre
redevelopment project, the
Foundries’ Garden creates an
extensive, covered usable space
for public enjoyment. The garden
showcases former industrial
activity, while blending in modern
uses and a variety of thematic
botanical plantings. Rainwater is
collected atop the covered roof
and redistributed to the plants
below, minimizing runoff.
images: www.iledenantes.com
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Precedent Studies

Parker Jones

Bachelor of Science in Landscape Architecture
10.21.2013

Garver Feed Mill

Location:

Duisburg, Germany
Size:

450 acres
Built:

1991

Designer:

Peter Latz + Partner
Festivals / Events

Landschaftspark
Duisburg-Nord

Public Plaza

Exploration

Waterway Restoration

Formal Gardens

Climb

Play

Skate

Scuba

Perhaps the coolest landscape
architecture project in the world.
Defined by the concept of cultural
memory, the park creates endless
adventure and opportunities for
users of all backgrounds to
experience its industrial history.
Cohesive integration of artifacts,
waterways, recreation, and
transportation corridors make
this site an outstanding example
of post-industrial re-use.
images: www.landezine.com
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Fig. 4.8 Duisburg-Nord precedent study
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Precedent Review
Precedent Studies

Parker Jones

Bachelor of Science in Landscape Architecture
10.21.2013

Garver Feed Mill

Event Space

Previous Condition
Haute Deûle, previously a textile
mill, was redeveloped into a
high-tech workplace, dedicating the
surrounding site to stormwater
treatment and public space. A
marshy site similar to Garver, the
landscape was easily adapted to
water management and ecological
restoration. Intertwining this natural
aspect with numerous opportunities
for user interaction create the
greatest possible benefit.

Haute Deûle
River Banks
Access to Water

images: www.landezine.com

Stormwater Management

Location:

Lille, France
Size:

6.2 acres
Built:

2008

Designer:

Industrial Materials

Atelier des Paysages
Bruel-Delmar

Fig. 4.9 Haute Deule precedent study
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Recreation

Site + Streetscape Master Plan

Regional Analysis
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Demographics
Median Family Income

Income in the census tract
surrounding Garver is within
the $23k - $80k range, showing
middle-class families in line with
the national average ($51k).
Areas of affluence and poverty
are adjacent in all directions
from the site.

Fig. 5.1 Demographic analyses
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Darker / more red = greater amount

% Rental Housing

Home ownership around Garver
is within 59 - 76%, with a mix
of rentership / ownership in all
directions. Strong ownership to
the south along Lake Monona
and east around Milwaukee
Street.

% Races Other Than White

General trend of increasing
diversity relative to distance from
Lake Monona. No areas within
the study region are a majority
non-white, though large areas
within a 1-mile radius are above
25%.

Moderate population of
individuals over 65 within
1-mile radius of the site,
particularly to the east.
Shows increased benefit
potential for accessible
amenities and particular care
for elderly users.

School Age (<18) Population

Moderate population of
individuals under 18 within
1-mile radius of the site,
particularly to the north
and west. Shows increased
benefit potential for
playgrounds and other youthfocused spaces.

Population Density

Garver sits near the edge
of medium-to-high density
neighborhoods. Most of the
traditional pre-WWII housing
supporting higher density
were built to the west of
Garver, with the factory on
the edge of town until the
50’s.

Regional Analysis

Senior (65+) Population
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Watershed Analysis
• Garver lies at the confluence of the two major
branches of Starkweather Creek, creating a critical
opportunity for non-point water treatment.
• The Starkweather Creek watershed is the largest in
Madison at 24 square miles. This basin is part of the
Yahara River - Lake Monona Watershed, which is part
of the larger Rock River Watershed that eventually
drains into the Mississippi. (Nelson 2006)
Fig. 5.2 Watershed analysis
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Parker Jones

BS in Landscape Architecture

Watershed Analysis II
• Area shown has consistently
low floor-area ratio, with
significant opportunities
for stormwater infiltration
and construction of riparian

• Implement measures related to watershed
health (or ecological corridor building) during
any new development.
• Utilize tax benefits to incentivize private land
owners to improve stormwater infiltration and
wetland health
• Additional benefits for public corridor creation
and recreational easements

Water enters Lake Monona (1500’ past the
confluence at Garver, 2700’ total)

N

Regional Analysis

Fig. 5.3 Watershed design recommendations
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Parks & Greenspace
• Garver completes a substantial linkage of greenspace
spanning between Olbrich Park on Lake Monona to the
large City of Madison open-space parcel to the northeast.
• The Voight Farm is remains an agriculturally active
operation, but will likely be developed within the next 20
years.
• Approximately 200 community garden plots are located
within a 1/2 mile radius of the site.

• To the west of the site, the Electric Marsh (which is a
remnant marsh - very uncommon) provides wildlife habitat.
The west branch of Starkweather Creek continues in this
direction, creating another greenway linkage.

Fig. 5.4 Regional parks analysis
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Parks & Greenspace
• Based on the east-side
region shown in the previous
page, a clear trend emerges
regarding park amenities.
Almost all parks have
playgrounds, athletic fields,
shelters, and other sports
facilities.
• Opportunities for hiking,
snowshoeing, or skiing are
conspicuously absent from
this region.
• Other uses, such as
skateparks, dog parks, or
areas for birding are also
under-represented.

Winter

Passive

Snowshoeing?

Birding

Dog Park

Boat Launch

Beach

Fishing

Restroom

! !
Shelter

Skatepark

Swimming

Tennis

!

! !

! !

Skiing?

Regional Analysis

Hiking?

! ! !
Baseball

Canoe / Kayak

Volleyball

Basketball

Playground

Field Sports

Active

!

denotes an underrepresented amenity

Sledding

!

Ice Skating

Fig. 5.5 Regional parks amenity chart
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Bicycle Infrastructure
• Garver is a natural bicycle node, with paths
radiating outward in all directions.
• The Mill building’s main facade fronts directly
onto the Capital City Trail, which is the main bicycle
thoroughfare for the east side of Madison.
• Starkweather Path, the Dawes St route, and the Fair
Oaks Avenue route also link strongly into Garver.
Fig. 5.6 Bicycle infrastructure
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Capital City Trail Linkages
• Strong connections exist between Garver
and other major Madison amenities along the
Capital City Trail.
• Major business and entertainment districts
can be found on Willy Street and Schenk’s
Corners.

Fig. 5.7 Capital City Trail linkages

• The Royster Clark development to the east of Garver
will create a new cluster of employment, affordable
housing, and mixed-use commercial, with a build-out
beginning in the next 2-3 years.
• Potential connections also exist between Garver and
the Capital East District, which will undergo substantial
redevelopment over the next 20 years, becoming a
major employment and live-work center for the City of
Madison.
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Cultural Amenities
• Cluster of community nodes and thriving businesses
within close proximity to each other.
• Each amenity brings a unique character into the
neighborhood:
- Olbrich Botanical Gardens: regional-scale attraction,
award winning public botanical gardens and conservatory.
Popular location for events, particularly weddings.
- Goodman Community Center: adaptive reuse of an iron

44

machining warehouse. Now a thriving community center with a
cafe, gym, playground, skatepark, and numerous other facilities.
- Union Corners: Pending mixed use development, will include
an anchor UW Health Clinic, a public library, grocery store, and
medium-density dwelling units.
- Schenk’s Corners: Neighborhood-scale businesses and
restaurants, undergoing a period of strong revitalization and
renewed interest.

Gateways from Downtown

Left: Fig. 5.8 Cultural amenities

• Three established routes which
naturally converge at the Garver site.
Creates opportunities for access by car,
bike, or walking. Additionally, Atwood
Ave and Milwaukee Street serve frequent
bus routes, with a likely implementation
of a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) line on
Atwood Ave within the next 5 years.

Regional Analysis

Right: Fig. 5.9 Gateways from downtown
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Willy St. / Atwood Business

Capital City Trail

Lakeland / Yahara Parkway
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Fig. 5.10 Gateway character images

Consistent businesses stretching from the Capitol building
all the way to the intersection of Fair Oaks & Atwood,
approximately 1 block from Garver. Very few franchises /
chains throughout the entire stretch. Generally considered
to be an eclectic, vibrant set of neighborhoods. Numerous
bars, restaurants, and small niche stores. In a period of
growth and revitalization since the 1990’s.

Dating back to the early days of Madison,
this route encompasses the large lakefront
Yahara Place Park, as well as numerous
smaller parks dotted along the route.
Frequently used by runners, walkers, and
cyclists. Diversity of historic architecture
and classic parkway experiences.

Regional Analysis

Main thoroughfare for commuters on the east
side of Madison. Connects to the recreational
loop around Lake Monona, as well as the broader
18-mile recreational trail throughout the NineSprings E-Way. Atwood Community Gardens
(shown in picture) is one of the largest and most
visible community gardens in the region.
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Site Analysis
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Bird’s Eye View
Fig. 6.1 Site bird’s eye
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Olbrich Botanical
Gardens

Aerial ©Bing Maps 2013
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Physical Inventory
• Existing footpath and roadway
circulation throughout the site.
• Mainly flat topography except two 12’
central mounds.
• Neighborhood to the east has no access
to either Garver or Olbrich Botanical
Gardens.
Fig. 6.2 Physical inventory

N
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Site Context

N

Site Analysis

Fig. 6.3 Site context

• Screen from industrial
uses to the west,
enhance connections to
Olbrich to the south.
• Establish new
connections to
Eastmorland and SASY
neighborhoods, as well
as O.B. Sherry Park.
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Physical History
• Support buildings and rail spurs
previously serviced the site, but were
removed throughout the century.
• The Madison Silo Co. was located at the
site’s southern boundary until 1985.
• Some remnant rail spurs still lie partially
exposed under the soil.

Fig. 6.4 Physical history

Map Zoom

N
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Conceptual Zones
• Based on visual character and current usage.
• General trend shows that spaces on the
northern half stand for themselves, while most
areas towards the south of the site feel as
though they relate back to the building.

Relates to Building

Fig. 6.5 Conceptual zones

Dumping / Waste
Grassland
Woodland

Site Analysis

Wet
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Quality Views
• The majority of views are across the open
field space to the southeast (2-3, 5-7).
• Views 8 and 11 across the Starkweather
Wetland are among the best on the site.
• Views 1-4 will remain inherently good,
regardless of the design, as they are off site
or from built structures.

Fig. 6.6 Quality views
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3

Industrial Heritage
• Most of the remnant industrial artifacts are
within close proximity to the building.
• There may be remnant foundations or masonry
from previous structures covered with soil fill.

Site Analysis

Fig. 6.7 Industrial heritage
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Brownfield Contamination
• Large areas of the site are likely contaminated, based on previous
industrial uses and conversations with area residents.
• Areas of the site are experiencing heavy salt contamination due
to snow dumping in the winter months. Relocating this activity to
another site in Madison will be a high priority.
• Removal of contaminated soils may work well for areas undergoing
wetland restoration, where soils would need to be removed regardless.

Fig. 6.8 Brownfield contamination

Salt contamination
from snow dumping

Coal bins
(now removed)

Industrial storage sites
(now removed)
Treatment tanks
(now removed)

Madison Silo
Co. previous
location

N
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Ecological Character & Value
Categorizations are
qualitative in nature,
further professional
analysis will be required
to accurately catalog
the site’s existing
vegetation scheme.

Classified Wetland

Decent Forest
• Semi-mature stand of cottonwoods, box
elder, ash, willow, hickory, etc.
• Strong sense of enclosure.
• Some areas of downed trees / impassible
thickets of vegetation.

Scrub Grass

ve
sA

k

a
rO

• Recently surveyed by City of Madison
• Fairly intact vegetation, great views.
• Potential for mitigation / treatment of
phosphorous load in Starkweather.

elm, willow, hickory

i
Fa

Mixed Forest

cottonwood

• Mix of early-succession trees and
undesirable shrubs / annual weeds.
• Soil may be ‘fill’ only - would likely require
significant regrading.

• Large opening, used for municipal
snowdump in winter. Seasonal wetland.
• Grass species dominate with some trees.
maples

Dead Tree Entry

Dump Buffer

box elder

• Mature, ghostly dead trees along entry
corridor. Beautiful and haunting effect.

• Various pilings of leaf mulch being
overtaken by early succession species.
cottonwood

• Lowland grasses and mixed trees,
standing water in rainy season.

• Massive piles of municipal leaf waste
being overtaken by weeds. Still in use.

Trees within the
dashed boundary are:
84 Cottonwood
31 Ash
13 box Elder
9 Black Walnut
3 Willow
1 Black Locust
0’

200’

400’

ita

lC

ity

Tra
il

• Semi-mature stand of cottonwoods, male
box elder, walnut, and maples.
• Changes in elevation create buffer from
floodplain.
• Strong sense of enclosure.

Brownfield Grasses
• Large, vacant field section filled with
scrub grasses. Low biodiversity.
• Mowed on a semi-regular basis.
• May contain industrial remnants buried
underground.

No Ecological Value
• Potential contamination
• Significant hardscape removal
required for plant growth.
• Large waste piles of leaves, wood
chippings, rubble, etc.
• Compost pile from Olbrich could be
used for soil remediation.
• Will require soil testing & excavation
to determine soil boundaries.

Decent Forest

Starkweather Shoreline
‘Quality Tree’ as
surveyed by City of
Madison Engineering

• Dense, overgrown wetland vegetation
• Ambiguous shoreline, seasonal and flash
flooding very likely.
• Some established tree clusters.

Fig. 6.9 Ecological character
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Proposed
Concept Plans
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Proposed Master Plans

Community

Recreational

minimal impact

education oriented

amenity development

• ecological restoration
• low-impact nature trails
• wildlife habitat
• floating islands for
phosphorous treatment
• opportunities for interaction
with nature

• urban agriculture
• amphitheater / community
gathering spaces
• participatory art
• educational trail system and
riverwalk

• sculpture garden with
industrial machinery and
building facades
• part of Mill as a ruin garden
• canoe launch
• adventure playground
• major indoor-outdoor
transition spaces

Concept Plans

Ecological
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Treatment of the Mill Building
At this time, the potential re-use scheme & tenant of the Garver Feed Mill
remain unknown. These master plans assume a few variables that would
likely remain constant, regardless of content: some degree of public
space / public ownership within the building reuse, a need for parking &
vehicular access, a desire for indoor-outdoor transition space behind the
building, and a strong presence on the Capital City Trail.

Olbrich Botanical Gardens
Cold Storage

Cap
it

Tenant and use type are
flexible

al Ci

ty Tr
ail

Fig. 7.1 Mill building use diagram

Public Entry
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Public Uses

Concept A

Floating islands for wetland
phosphorous treatment

• spring ephemerals
• streambank stabilization
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Naturalized
Gateway
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• path along wetland contains
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• New American Garden style
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Fig. 7.2 Master Plan - Ecological

Enhance Forest

Ecological
• Low impact approach, mainly preserve or enhance existing vegetation,
particularly focused on removal of reed canary grass and re-planting of
native tree and wetland species.
• Emphasis on maintaining a wild or natural program scheme.
• Overall resembles an arboretum or nature-park.
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Concept B

• spring ephemerals
• streambank stabilization

Wetland

Enhance
Forest

• prominent vehicular
entranceway
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Fig. 7.2 Master Plan - Community

• Approach focuses on creating interactive, participatory spaces for people to learn.
• Multiple opportunities for public art, large urban farm would create engagement
for a diversity of users.
• Moderate increase in wetland-type spaces, with a large scale ‘living machine’ to
actively treat polluted water from the creek & building.
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Fig. 7.2 Master Plan - Recreational

• Greatest development / re-arrangement of space.
• Large alum treatment channel (currently proposed by City of Madison
Engineering) to remove phosphorus from Starkweather Creek.
• Industrial History / Sculptural area showcases industrial and milling
machinery, building facades, or other sculptural elements from the
greater Madison area.
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• bridge to Eastmorland
neighborhood
• bicycle and pedestrian
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Industrial History
/ Sculpture

Recreational
• Cafe / Restaurant / Food Carts located along
the Capital City Trail, with a prominent sculptural
entrance signifying that the public is welcome.
• Industrial themed playground would likely be a
significant attraction.
• Vehicular entry is shifted to the existing
overhead utility corridor.
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• integrate stormwater
infiltration swales
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Public Meeting Results
• Approximately 50 in attendance over two public
meetings.
• Key issues included: a desire for wetland restoration,
parking and vehicle access, relation to the Capital City
Trail, level of activity and traffic from non-neighborhood
residents, water quality concerns.

Community Visioning Meeting for the

North Plat at Garver
SASY Neighborhood Association

Saturday, Dec. 7th

10AM - Noon

Fig. 7.5 Lookin’ cool

Lakeview Moravian
Community Church

Garver & the North Plat

Input Worksheet
12.6.2013

Garver & the North Plat

3565 Tulane Ave,
Madison, WI

Input Worksheet
12.6.2013

How often do you visit the North Plat?
2+ times / week
Sherry O.B. Park

Every week or two

A couple times per year

Monthly

Been there once or twice

Never visited

If you’ve visited before, what did you do there?

s
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e

Your thoughts &
input are critical
in shaping the
future of this
unique piece of
East Side history.
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ir
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What activities would you most like to do at the North Plat?
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Scorecard

Rate each item 1-5, with 5 being the best.
Concept:

0

100’

200’

Olbrich
Botanical Gardens

Draw on the map:
Areas to be improved (ie, remove invasives, ecological restoration)
Areas to be totally redone (ie, urban ag, playground, amphitheater)
Where you think the entry points should be

Fig. 7.6 Public meeting survey handouts
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Trail system
Educational Benet
Activities for all ages
Ease of access from neighborhoods
Visibility from Capital City Trail
Reason for people to go there
Ecological quality / sustainability
Potential for actually being built?
Which concept is your favorite?

General comments:

A

B

C

Parker Jones, a student in the UW Landscape Architecture program, is
working with SASY-NA to create community-based plans for the North Plat
as his senior thesis. He will facilitate a discussion of three conceptual plans
& varieties of possible uses for the North Plat.

www.sasyna.org

Fig. 7.7 Public meeting flyer

Fig. 7.8 Brainstorm

Design process combined information
from public meetings, previous community
surveying, and regional and site analyses.

Concept Plans

Synthesis
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Design Solution
Master Plan
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Design Concept
Fig. 8.1 Conceptual design transect

Garver Mill

Building
Adjacent

Natural
Transition

Wild Spaces

Distance from Garver building > > >
rectilinear and
angular geometries,
hard surfaces, active
and busy uses

gradual softening of
forms, introduction of
natural planting beds
and wetlands

natural spaces,
water flow,
low intensity uses,
conservation focus

Master Plan

Garver Feed Mill:
1906 brick building,
strong industrial character
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Design Concept
Fig. 8.2 Design transect in plan

N

N.T.S.

Garver Mill
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Building
Adjacent

Natural
Transition

Wild Spaces

Conceptual Master Plan Areas
Smaller, busier spaces are programmed closer to
the Garver building, while areas to the north are
maintained as natural areas: restored forest, wetland,
and prairie. This creates opportunities for active and
passive recreation to co-exist on the site.

Fig. 8.3 Conceptual master plan areas
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Fig. 8.4 Illustrative master plan

1

Urban Farm / Community Garden

2

Farm Workshop / Classroom Space

3

Catwalk & Reconstructed Silo

4

Gateway Plaza

5

Open Atrium

6

Event Lawn and Gathering Space

7

Industrial Adventure Playground

8

Rainwater Treatment Wetlands

9

Event / Multi-Use Space

10

Native Permaculture Guild Plantings

11

Exposed Railroad Tracks

12

Lookout Point

13

Loading

14

Bridge to Eastmorland Neighborhood

15

Water Access

C

Constructed Wetland

F

Forest Restoration
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Native Prairie Restoration

Master Plan

Master Plan
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Bird’s Eye

Left: Existing

Right: Proposed

Fig. 8.5 Bird’s eye existing conditions
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Fig. 8.6 Bird’s eye design proposal
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Path System
• Low impact crushed limestone (or other natural material) trails are
used throughout the natural areas of the site, while paved multiuse trails provide access to the spaces closer to the building.
• Bicycles are kept south of the constructed channel, and thus
out of the natural areas. This could be accomplished using a
combination of gates and signage.

• Boardwalks and footbridges are used to create access to and
within the wetland spaces of the site. In areas which are only
seasonally wet, boardwalks could be forgone in favor of packed
earth paths which would be inaccessible during the wet months,
creating an awareness of seasonality on the site.

Fig. 8.7 Path system
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Capital city trail
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Grading Plan
• Key features of master plan grading include the construction of two wetland channels bringing water from the
west branch of Starkweather Creek across the site to be treated in a broader wetland regime.
• Generally, the design proposes a substantial removal of topsoil (much of which is likely contaminated with
industrial remnants or salt), allowing the exposure of Garver’s previous wetland seedbed. 371,000 cubic yards of
material is an outrageous amount to remove; future design proposals should address ways in which this material
could be re-incorporated on the site to create topographical interest and beneficial microclimates.

371,000
cubic yards
of material
removed
*see appendix

Master Plan

Fig. 8.8 Grading Plan

0’ 60’ 120’

240’
N
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Site Grading

Existing
• The site is generally flat, with some local high points towards the center. Longtime neighborhood residents have suggested that these may be filled with trash
or other industrial waste from the sites past.
• Residents have also mentioned that soil cores from the DNR showed an intact
wetland seedbed a few feet below ground level in some portions of the site.
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Fig. 8.9 Existing grade
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Proposed

Site Grading

Proposed grading changes include a substantial removal of soil on the northern
grassland areas of the site, creation of mound formations near the building, the
construction of two wetland channels, and the expansion of the current high
point on the site to create a lookout area.
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Fig. 8.10 Proposed grade
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Stormwater Infiltration
Pre-Q: 252,618 ft

3

of runoff during a 10-year, 3
hour storm event

type

At present, the building is generally surrounded by remnant concrete, hardpacked dirt, and heavily compressed field from truck dumping. Much of the
potential for infiltration has been compromised due to compaction.

C-Value

building
hardscape
hard-pack
compressed
Uncompressed
forest
Wetland
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Existing

0.98
0.90
0.50
0.40
0.20
0.20
0.02

0’ 60’ 120’

Fig. 8.9 Existing stormwater infiltration

240’
N

Proposed
The proposed design removes vehicular compaction pressures from the
majority of the site, replaces hardscaped areas with permeable paving, and
greatly increases the wetland and naturalized area acreage - all providing a
reduction in stormwater runoff.

Stormwater Infiltration
Post-Q: 176,162 ft3
of runoff during a 10-year, 3
hour storm event

30.3% Reduction
See Fig. 11.2 and 11.3 in appendix
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Fig. 8.9 Proposed stormwater infiltration
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Wetland Ecology

Water Flow

The modification of topography
creates varying degrees of wetland
environments, with some areas
remaining permanently saturated
while others would be wet during
storm events or spring snowmelt.

Existing Starkweather Creek Flow
Constructed Channels
Active Wetland
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Fig. 8.13 Water flow

Habitat Creation

Wetland Ecology

Wetlands create habitat for a wide variety of birds,
amphibians, insects, and small mammals. This affords visitors
a unique opportunity for wildlife observation.

Wood duck
Aix sponsa

Osprey

Redtail hawk

Painted turtle

Pandion haliaetus

Buteo jamaicensis

Chrysemys picta

Little brown bat
Myotis lucifugus

Sandhill crane
Grus canadensis

Great blue heron
Ardea herodias

Monarch butterfly

Muskrat

Ondatra zibethicus

Danaus plexippus

Tiger salamander

Ambystoma tigrinum

SEASONAL
WET PRAIRIE

ACTIVE
WETLAND

Fig. 8.14 Habitat creation section
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WETLAND

CONSTRUCTED
CHANNELS

ACTIVE
WETLAND

SEASONAL WET PRAIRIE

Existing
STARKWEATHER
CREEK FLOW

Master Plan

5’ packed
limestone
path

10’ Asphalt
bike - ped path
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Fig. 8.15 Touchpoints

Touchpoints
Touchpoints refer to the literal ‘points of contact’ in which users interact with the park in a prescribed
manner. Areas with a cohesive set of educational touchpoints are categorized as ‘educational zones’.
Touchpoints would be primarily located within the active areas surrounding the building, with
features focusing on ecological education interspersed throughout the natural areas of the site.

Permaculture Guilds with Tags & Species Identifiers
Organized among separate earthen mounds, these permaculture guilds would
showcase native plant communities of Wisconsin. Small species identifier tags, similar
to those used at Olbrich Botanical Gardens or the UW Arboretum, could be employed
so that visitors can learn to identify different species. Informational signage (such as
an illustration of how insects fit into each ecosystem) would also be used.

ent
sig

Industrial History Playground
Utilize an industrially inspired materials palette and unique play structures to build a
playground unlike any other in the region. Integration of creative historical exhibits
would provide an interactive educational experience.

entry
signage

Stormwater Treatment Education
Interactive water features, signage, and/or exhibits illustrating how stormwater is
collected, filtered by aquatic plants, and either re-used on-site within the Garver
building or infiltrated into the watershed.

Wetland Walk
Interconnected areas in which visitors can get close to the water, providing
opportunities for wildlife and plant viewing, skipping of stones, splashing of feet, and
the like. Educational signage or installations highlight seasonal changes in water
level, water movement through the wetland, and habitat creation.

Tagged Fruit Trees and Edible Plants
Complimenting the adjacent urban farm, this zone would provide an enjoyable user
experience through edible perennial shrubs and trees, while offering a tremendous
educational benefit by teaching visitors to identify these species such that they can
recognize them in their own neighborhoods and beyond.
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Interpretive Features
These features create an experiential
reference to the site’s industrial history,
either through materials or existing artifacts.

Fig. 8.16 Interpretive features

Draw inspiration from
Madison Silo Co. and the
machinery used within
the milling process.

Industrial
Sculpture Area
Existing Masonry
and Stonework

Dr. Evermore
was a long-time
resident of the SASY
neighborhood, and has
expressed interest in
exhibiting sculptures
at the Garver site.

Dr. Evermore
Sculpture
Industrial History
Playground
Utilize an industrially inspired
materials palette and unique
play structures to build a
playground unlike any other
in the region.
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Existing
Railroad Tracks
Expose the existing
railroad tracks stretching
outward from Garver,
highlight with sculpture
or interpretive signage
describing the links
between milling, beet
sugar, and Wisconsin’s

Educational Features
Stormwater
Treatment
Education

Interactive water
features, signage, and/or
exhibits illustrating how
stormwater is collected,
filtered by aquatic plants,
and either re-used onsite or infiltrated into the
watershed.

Educational features link visitors to the site’s ecology
and natural systems, providing casual learning
experiences in an outdoor setting.
Fig. 8.17 Educational features

Starkweather Watershed Map

Urban Farm
Working as a companion
to the natural areas of the
site, an urban farm provides
positive environmental
education to visitors of all
ages. Programming could
be operated by Olbrich,
Community Groundworks, or
a similar organization.

Wetland Walk
Interconnected areas in which visitors can get
close to the water, providing opportunities for
wildlife and plant viewing, skipping of stones,
splashing of feet, and the like. Educational
signage or installations highlight seasonal
changes in water level, water movement
through the wetland, and habitat creation.

Master Plan

Community
Murals

Sculptural feature illustrating the Starkweather watershed,
in which water would flow through during / after rainstorms.
Highlights the relationship between the Garver site,
Starkweather Creek, and the east side of Madison as a whole.
Could be crafted from metal, concrete, or natural materials.
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Signage Standards

Illustration

Fig. 8.18 Signage standards model

Taller version of Area
Identifier signage.

Secondary Entry
Sealed & treated
Cor-Ten steel, laser
routed lettering,
concrete footer.

Area Identifier

Matching informational
signs, differences
in materials reflect
different locations on

Wayfinding & Info

Hardscape
Areas

86

Natural
Areas

Design Details

Signage Standards

Fig. 8.19 Signage standards detail

Master Plan

Not intended for construction.
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Design Solution
Entry Plaza

88

Capi
ta

l City

Trail

Olbrich Botanical Gardens
Fig. 9.1 Front area existing bird’s eye

The space between the Garver Feed Mill and the railroad
tracks currently lies vacant; a utilitarian space serving only
vehicle access. Given the prominent historic facade of the
Garver building, the linkage to the Capital City Trail, and the
immediate connection to Olbrich Botanical Gardens, this
portion of the site merits a substantial design focus.

Entry Plaza
Entry Plaza

Existing Conditions
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Entry Plaza
Design Features
• Establishes Garver as a regional trail destination on the
popular Capital City Trail. Can serve as a stopping point
for both commuters and recreational users.
• Positioning of an industrially-inspired sculpture
helps define the site’s historic character, while also
functioning as public art.
• Design creates space for food carts, craft fairs, and
other public events. The Entry Plaza can also function
as a reception area for events taking place within the
Garver building.
• Defines a sense of place surrounding the Garver Feed
Mill, creating the perception of the site as a local (or
regional) landmark and destination.
• Implementing unique paving on the adjacent
portion of the Capital City Trail heightens visibility and
noticeability of the space for trail users.
• Provides ample bicycle parking immediately adjacent
to the building, encouraging bicycle transit.

Parking

Extensive
Bioswales

Fig. 9.2 Entry plaza perspective

Distinct Pavers

Connection to
Capital City Trail
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Industrial
Sculpture

Framed
Entry

Bike Parking
Lighted
ht
Entry Pillars
Entry Plaza

Seating Area

Food
Carts
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Entry Plaza

Design Features

Stormwater Treatment

Building Framing

water from
parking
water from
plaza

• Bioswales running the length of the plaza
intercept and infiltrate stormwater from the
hardscaped surfaces as well as runoff from the
building’s roof.
• These bioswales additionally provide
aesthetic value and wildlife habitat.
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Fig. 9.3 Entry plaza stormwater

Lighted brick pillars frame
the entry experience
surrounding the building’s
front facade, creating a
sense of arrival.

Connection to Capital City Trail

To Schenk’s Corners
& Downtown

Connection to
Capital City Trail

To Garver Park
& Eastmorland
Neighborhood

To Olbrich
Botanical Gardens

To Monona &
Eastmorland Neighborhood

Fig. 9.5 Entry plaza trail connection

• Unique paving textures are
utilized on the Capital City Trail to
create a visual node for trail users.
• Trail connects the Eastmorland
Neighborhood to Garver & the
Capital City Trail, reducing trip
distance by up to 1/2 mile for
neighborhood residents.
Entry Plaza

Fig. 9.4 Entry plaza framing
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Planting Plan

Highlights
Arnold Tulip Tree
Liriodendron tulipifera ‘Arnold’

Accentuate the structural
bays and window pattern
of the building.

native grasses throughout
Relatively low maintenance, provide species habitat.
Penn. sedge

Switchgrass

Russian sage

0’

American hornbeam
Carpinus caroliniana
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Creates a shaded, cool
seating area adjacent to
the fountain.

Prairie dropseed

25’

50’

N

Fig. 9.6 Planting plan

Schedule

Planting Plan

Fig. 9.7 Planting schedule

LTA
CCA
PSB
COA
PGC

Scientific Name
TREES
Liriodendron tulipifera 'Arnold'
Carpinus caroliniana
Pinus Strobus 'Uncle Fogy'
Cornus alternifolia 'W. Stackman'
Picea glauca 'Conica'

Common Name

Quantity

Arnold tulip tree
American hornbeam
Uncle Fogy white pine
Golden Shadows pagoda dogwood
Dwarf white spruce

4
3
1
1
1

CAM
DRV
POT
RAG
CPO
HKA
AMC
CSC
VAF
HMX
PAT
RTB

SHRUBS
Ceanothus americanus
Diervilla lonicera
Potentilla fruticosa 'Fargo'
Rhus aromatica ‘Gro‐Low’
Cephalanthus occidentalis
Hypericum kalmianum 'Ames'
Aronia melanocarpa
Cornus sericea 'Cardinal'
Viburnum acerfolium
Helianthus maximiliani
Perovskia atriplicifolia 'Little Spire'
Rhus typhina 'Bailtiger'

New Jersey tea
Bush honeysuckle
Dakota Sunspot shrubby cinquefoil
Gro‐Low fragrant sumac
Buttonbush
Kalm's St. John's wort
Black chokeberry
Red twig dogwood
Maple‐leaved arrowwood
Maximillian sunflower
Little Spire Russian sage
Tiger Eyes staghorn sumac

5
7
11
9
2
11
7
3
2
3
26
3

Cx
Pv
Sn
Ss
Sh

GRASSES
Carex Pensylvanica
Panicum virgatum
Sorghastrum nutans
Schizachyrium scoparium
Sporobolus heterolepis

Pennsylvania sedge
Switchgrass
Indian grass
Little bluestem
Prairie dropseed

#
#
#
#
#

Size

Root Condition

Remarks

2" Caliper
2" Caliper
2" Caliper
2" Caliper
1" Caliper

B&B
B&B
B&B
B&B
B&B

Full trees

1'6"
1'
1'
12" HT
18" HT
18" HT
24" HT
18" HT
18" HT
1 Gallon
1 Gallon
24" HT

Bare‐root
Container
Container
B&B
B&B
B&B
B&B
B&B
B&B
Container
Container
B&B

Full plants
Full plants
Full plants
16" O.C.
16" O.C.
Full plants

4" Plugs
#1
1 Gallon
2 Gallon
#1

Container
Container
#3 Container
#3 Container
Container

6" O.C.
12"‐18" O.C.
12" O.C.
12" O.C.
16" O.C.

irregular form
multiple leaders

Full plants
Full plants

Entry Plaza

KEY
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Pillar Design
• Pillars frame the approach to the Entry Plaza
and the Garver building. The integrated benches
provide a waiting area and meetup location at the
front of the site, while the lighting panels allow the
pillars to serve as beacons on the pathway.

Fig. 9.8 Pillar framing perspective
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Construction Detail

Pillar Design

Not to scale.

A Elevation View
Fig. 9.9 Pillar elevation

B Plan View

Entry Plaza

Fig. 9.10 Pillar plan
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Pillar Design

Day View

Night View

integral mix
colored

reclaimed
lumber
sealed corten
laser cut
sign, led
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glass LED
light panel

Fig. 9.11 Pillar day and night views

Architectural Inspiration

Pillar Design

Fig. 9.12 Pillar architectural
inspiration

Brick Cornice

green window

Entry Plaza

railroad wood
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Conclusion
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Access to ‘wild spaces’ & unprogrammed open space

Regional Impact

Wild spaces refer to public parks with significant natural areas, woodlands, or other unprogrammed open space
(i.e., not mowed fields or playgrounds). As shown in the graphic below, there exists an overwhelming inequity of
access between the east and west sides of Madison. A growing body of evidence suggests that spending time in
these types of open spaces relieves stress, improves childhood development, and generally improves public health.
Establishing Garver as a public park would not only improve access to wild spaces on Madison’s east side, but
improve the overall quality of life for residents of the city as a whole.
Fig. 10.1 Regional Impact
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Fig. 10.2 Existing path into Garver

Evaluation Criteria
1) Provide multiple opportunities for users of all ages,
backgrounds, and abilities to experience and enjoy the site.
2) Provide for the health, safety, and welfare of the public.
3) Create meaningful, visible connections to the site’s milling
history and Eastside culture.
4) Capture and retain stormwater in all available manners,
ensuring that any drainage into Starkweather Creek has
been filtered and does not degrade water quality;
5) Additionally, create plantings & filtration systems that
improve the water quality in Starkweather Creek.
6) Accurately catalogue the site’s existing ecological values,
preserving the most valuable & intact spaces while allowing
development to occur only on the lesser ones.
7) Do all outdoor spaces function in a way that facilitates
and enhances the re-use of the Feed Mill structure?
8) Create a design with citywide to regional implications –
overall linking together the Olbrich – Goodman – Schenk’s
Corner’s area as a cohesive district for entertainment and
recreation.
9) Provide spaces for informal community gathering, public
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art, urban agriculture, and other participatory functions for
residents of the area and beyond.
10) Utilize sustainable or re-used materials wherever
possible, with at least one major element featuring entirely
sustainable construction methods.
11) Offer novel educational opportunities for children and
adults alike, that the site’s rich history & cultural importance
aren’t lost.
12) Maximize accessibility by walking or bicycling.
Encourage these modes of transportation through on-site
benefits (i.e., interesting bike parking structure).
13) Seamlessly connect front of site to Olbrich Botanical
Gardens, providing a safe passage across the railroad tracks
and Capitol City Trail.
14) Accurately represent the views and opinions of the SASY
Neighborhood Association, that this project may be utilized
as a tool to help promote the neighborhood’s vision for
development.
15) Maintain timely & professional communication with all
persons involved in the project.

Essay on Design Ethics
With these two aspects in place – enjoyment &
function – a design can be made wholly sustainable through
the use of low-impact materials and ecologically sound
methods. Capturing and utilizing stormwater is an essential
part of this, as is the appropriate capturing or deflecting of
sunlight. Management should be in place to not degrade
the health of the soil or existing flora. Wherever possible,
it is worthwhile to create areas of ecological value, such as
planting native grasses rather than lawn. This in turn feeds
back into the enjoyment of a site through a more diverse
experience of the natural world.
Overall, I see these three factors – enjoyment,
function, and sustainability – as useful guiding ethics for all
design. They are largely time-tested principles of landscape
design, and have proven worthwhile to many designers over
the years. With these ethics in hand, I aim to create spaces
which improve the public good and genuinely benefit the
people who experience them.
My guiding words in this profession remain the
well-known quote from Hideo Sasaki:
“Contribution is the only value.”

Parker Jones
Department of Landscape Architecture
May 2014

Fig. 10.3 Salt-bleached trees on site

Conclusion

Beyond all other factors, I believe that places
are meant to be enjoyed. Every outdoor space is an
opportunity to bring wonder, relaxation, or beauty into the
lives of those who experience it. To treat the landscape as
a purely neutral setting – that it should simply occupy the
spaces between buildings, or the roadsides between cities
– would be an utter waste. Plant a shade tree in the lawn!
Let that mowed ditch grow tall, so the birds and flowers may
present themselves to passers-by.
America was founded on the notion of unlimited land
& resources, the land of plenty. From this notion we’ve
hobbled together a national vernacular of waste – all things
are expendable, there’s always more land elsewhere. For
reasons spanning between pressures of urbanization
and exhausted natural resources, this mindset applies
increasingly less. Our urban spaces should be treated with
value, recognized as unique, and made to work for our
betterment.
Who should benefit from such design? Largely,
I believe it should be the people and the culture of that
area. Design must understand context. Decisions should
be made through consensus between the knowledge of
professionals, academics, and the people who actually live
& work in these places. To forgo community input and the
provisions of culture is a despicably self-serving action
which has no place in public design.
Aside from being enjoyable, a design must also
be functional. It should offer meaningful opportunities
for recreation, work, or interaction by the people who
use the space. These functions should be legible to new
users, though not overly obvious that it feels contrived
or inflexible. While sometimes difficult for a designer, I
believe it’s worthwhile to leave some aspects of a design
unprogrammed such that users can adapt it to their own
desires.
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Expected Results
Learning Objectives:
• How people participate in the planning process.
• How consensus is built (or never built at all).
• How to generate designs that accurately reflect
a majority public opinion while reflecting the
natural constraints of a site and the realities
of economics. Effectively, how to create great
contextually sensitive design.

Desired Accomplishments:
• Create a design that can be used as a tool /
neighborhood leverage throughout the planning
process or in the face of development.
• Build public excitement around the North Plat,
get people thinking about what this site means to
them, and what they’d like to see happen there.
• Build momentum behind a legitimate push for
responsible development and the establishment
of the site as permanent public open space.
• Plant the seed that this site would function
very well as a restored wetland, and that such a
methodology for treating phosphorus would be
better suited than a concrete drainage channel.

Fig. 10.4 Educational equipment found on-site
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Fig. 10.5 View of Starkweather Creek towards Milwaukee St

Conclusion

Reflection
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Appendix
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O
O
O
M, O

11.1.13
11.2.13
11.4.13
11.5.13

Fig. 11.1 Time Log

Total week 8

Week 9

Date

Task/Work
Code

Hours
Worked

Totals

Code: D (design), P (presentation/prep), M (meeting),
O (organization/research), W (writing); T (travel),

Week 1

9.12.2013
9.15.2013
9.17.2013

Week 2

9.22.13
9.23.13
9.24.13

Week 3

9.29.13
9.30.13
10.1.13
10.3.13

Week 4
10.4.13
10.6.13
10.7.13
10.7.13
10.8.13

Week 5

10.9.13
10.11.13

Week 6

10.20.13
10.21.13
10.23.13

Week 7

10.24.13
10.26.13
10.27.13
10.28.13

Week 8

11.1.13
11.2.13
11.4.13
11.5.13

Week 9

11.6.13
11.9.13

Week 10

11.13.13

Week 11

11.20.13
11.21.13
11.24.13

O
O
O
Total week 1

8.00

O
M
O
Total week 2

1.50
2.00
5.00
8.50

O
O
O
W
Total week 3

2.50
1.00
4.00
2.00
9.50

O
W
O
M
O
Total week 4

23.00

O
M
Total week 5

3.00
4.00
7.00

11.20.13
11.21.13
11.24.13

Week 12

2.00
4.00
2.00
8.00

11.25.13
11.30.13
12.1.13
12.2.13
12.3.13

Week 13
16.50

26.00

49.00

56.00

8.00

125.00

0.00

125.00

Week 14

4.00
2.00
12.00

D, O
D, O
D, O
D,O,P
D
Total week 12

4.00
12.00
16.00
12.00
3.00

D, O, W
M
D, P, O, W
D, O, W
M
Total week 14

01/15/14 O, D
01/16/14 O, D
01/17/14 O, D
Total week 2

Week 3

01/22/14
01/23/14
01/24/14
01/25/14

18.00

47.00

O
O
O
O
Total week 7

O
O
O
M, O
Total week 8

O, W
O
Total week 9

n/a
Total week 10

P
O
O,W
Total week 11

3.00
5.00
3.00

143.00

37.00

Week 5

02/08/14 D
Total week 5
190.00

Week 6

02/12/14
02/13/14
02/14/14
02/15/14

230.00

Week 7

2/19/2014
2/21/2014
2/23/2014
2/24/2014

267.00

267.00

Spring
2014:
Parker Jones

11.00

67.00

30.00

117.00

5.00
3.00
8.00

0.00

125.00

125.00

01/22/14
01/23/14
01/24/14
01/25/14

143.00

2.00
2.00
4.00

Week 8

2/26/2014
2/27/2014
2/28/2014
3/1/2014
3/2/2014

Week 9

3/5/2014
3/6/2014
3/7/2014
3/8/2014
3/9/2014

5.00
5.00
5.00
15.00

19.00

5.00
6.00
4.00
3.00
18.00

37.00

D
D
D
D
Total week 4

57.00

20.00

3/19/2014
3/20/2014
3/21/2014
3/23/2014
3/24/2014

8.00
24.00

81.00

3/30/2014 D, O
3/31/2014 D, O
Total week 12

8.00

12.00

D
D
D
D
D

5.00
8.00
8.00
12.00
12.00

Total week 8

45.00

D, O
D, O
D, O
D, O
D, O

5.00
7.00
9.00
11.00
10.00

Total week 9

42.00

114.00

3/30/2014 D, O
3/31/2014 D, O
Total week 12

3.00
5.00
8.00

4/16/2014
4/17/2014
4/18/2014
4/19/2014

4/24/2014
4/25/2014
4/26/2014
4/27/2014
4/28/2014
4/29/2014

Week 17
159.00

201.00

227.00

4/30/2014
5/2/2014
5/3/2014
5/4/2014
5/5/2014
5/6/2014

Week 18

5/7/2014
5/9/2014
5/10/2014
5/11/2014
5/12/2014
5/13/2014

243.00

251.00

251.00

12.00
5.00
17.00

O, D, W
O, D, W
O, D, W
O, D, W

9.00
14.00
5.00
4.00

Total week 14

32.00

D
D
D
D

243.00

3.00
5.00

268.00

300.00

3.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Total week 15

18.00

O, D
O, D
O, D
O, D
O, D
O, D, P

8.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
5.00

Total week 16

61.00

O, D
O, D
O, D
O, D
O, D
O, D

3.00
7.00
0.00
12.00
2.00

Total week 17

24.00

O, P
O, D
O, D, W
O, D, W
O, D, W
O, D, W

3.00
4.00
5.00
10.00
12.00
14.00

Total week 18

48.00

Cumulative Spring Hours
Total Hours Logged

2.00
5.00
3.00
4.00
2.00
16.00

4/9/2014
4/10/2014
4/11/2014
4/15/2014

Week 16

20.00
4.00
2.00
26.00

Week 13

Week 15
102.00

2.00
5.00
3.00
4.00
2.00

16.00

Week 14

227.00
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4/2/2014 D
4/3/2014 P
Total week 13

2.00
5.00
2.00
3.00

Total week 7

D, O
D, O
D, O
D, O
D, O

57.00

7.00

21.00

D, O
D, O
D, O
D, O

D, O
D, O
D, O
D, O
D, O

4.00
2.00
26.00

Total week 11

37.00

5.00
4.00

Total week 11

Week 12

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
20.00

3/19/2014
3/20/2014
3/21/2014
3/23/2014
3/24/2014

Week 11

Week 12

Total week 6

3/12/2014 D, O
3/13/2014 D, O
3/14/2014 D
Total week 10

Week 11
D
D
D
D
Total week 3

19.00

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

4.00
3.00
12.00
2.00

4.00

Week 4
01/29/14
01/30/14
01/31/14
02/01/14

4.00
2.00
12.00
18.00

Week 3

5.00
6.00
4.00
3.00
18.00

D, O
D
O
D

Week 10

Week 2

01/15/14 O, D
01/16/14 O, D
01/17/14 O, D
Total week 2

2.00
8.00
10.00
10.00

Totals

O (organization/research), W (writing); T (travel),

01/08/14 O
01/09/14 D
Total week 1

87.00

Hours
Worked

Code: D (design), P (presentation/prep), M (meeting),

Week 1

4.00
1.00
12.00
3.00
20.00

Task/Work
Code

D
D
D
D

02/05/14 D
02/06/14 D
02/07/14 D

7.00
2.00
9.00
14.00
5.00

Cumulative Fall Hours

Date

3/13/2014
3/14/2014 D
Total week 10

Time Log 2013 - 2014

D
D
D
D
Total week 3

Total week 4

5.00
8.00
10.00
5.00
7.00
5.00
40.00

01/29/14
01/30/14
01/31/14
02/01/14

Senior Capstone, Spring 2014

O
O
O
Total week 6

5.00
5.00
5.00
15.00

Week 4

P
O
O,W
Total week 11

D
D
D, O
O, P
W, O
W, O, D
Total week 13

12.4.13
12.5.13
12.6.13
12.7.13
12.9.13
12.10.13

12.11.13
12.13.13
12.14.13
12.15.13
12.17.13

4.00
8.00
2.00
5.00
4.00

5.00
3.00

Total week 10

Week 11

Senior Capstone, Fall 2013

117.00

n/a

11.13.13

Parker Jones

30.00

Total week 9

Week 10

87.00

2.00
8.00
10.00
10.00

O, W
O

11.6.13
11.9.13

Fall 2013:

20.00

318.00

379.00

403.00

451.00

451.00
718.00

Appendix

Total week 7

Week 8
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Stormwater Calculations
Pre-Q Values
Type
Building

C‐Value

Total

Post-Q Values
Area (sf)

I=10yr

0.98

1743
49526
51269

0.9

87543
35333
122876

0.5

14081
19644
29470
12325
75520

Q=CIA

/43560

x60x60x3hr

2.5 125609.1 2.883587 31142.7397

Hardscape

Type
Building

C‐Value

Total

Area (sf)

I=10yr

Q=CIA

/43560

x60x60x3hr

0.98

38150
1743
39893

2.5 97737.85 2.243752 24232.5248

0.75

2378
9880
1495
13753

2.5 25786.88 0.591985 6393.44008

0.9

3228
823
1789
5840

0.5

47066
12218
29059
24904
10000
123247

2.5 154058.8 3.536702 38196.3843

0.3

9568
5771
3346
34809
7737
32618
44739
138588

2.5

103941 2.386157 25770.4959

0.2

9757
17454
71790
6128
8280
19990
40055
32008
205462

2.5

102731 2.358379 25470.4959

0.2

13722
111065
26479
72186
9019
43862
5504
13783
103747
399367

2.5 199683.5 4.584102 49508.3058

0.02

212943
9406
9501
2600
34430
268880

2.5

Green Roof

Total

2.5

276471 6.346901 68546.5289
Total

Hard‐Pack

Total

Hardscape

2.5

94400 2.167126 23404.9587

Compressed Field

Total

Total

0.4

896
6558
1736
19836
33195
56633
40759
159613

0.2

12895
54504
159431
17794
244624

0.2

191112
200583
82141
473836

2.5

236918 5.438889

0.02

51544
19906
71450

2.5

3572.5 0.082013 885.743802

~ Area Remaining:
Total
2.5

159613

3.66421 39573.4711

13140 0.301653 3257.85124

Lawn & Planted Areas

Uncompressed Field

Total

2.5

Permeable Pavers

2.5

122312 2.807897 30325.2893
Total

Forest

Total

Uncompressed Field (Prairie)

58740

Wetland

Total

Total
TOTALS
Total SF
Total AC

1147919
26.35259412

PRE‐Q

252618.731

Forest

Above: Fig. 11.2 Pre-Q Values

Total

Right: Fig. 11.3 Post-Q Values

Wetland

Total

13444 0.308632 3333.22314

TOTALS
Total SF
Total AC

1141384
26.20257117

PRE‐Q

176162.721

>>>>>>>> Delta‐Q
‐76456.0103
>>>>>>>> % Change
‐30.3%
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All figures ©Parker Jones unless otherwise noted
1.1

Garver from Starkweather

5.1

Gateway character images

8.19

Signage standards detail

1.2

Brownfield area on site

6.1

Site Bird's Eye

9.1

Front area existing bird's eye (Bing Maps)

1.3

View from high point

6.2

Physical inventory

9.2

Entry plaza perspective

2.1

Regional locator (Dane County GIS)

6.3

Site context

9.3

Entry plaza stormwater

2.2

Site aerial (Bing Maps)

6.4

Physical history

9.4

Entry plaza framing

2.3

US Sugar Company, 1924 (Wisconsin Historical Society)

6.5

Conceptual zones

9.5

Entry plaza trail connection

2.4

Garver Feed Mill, 1980's (East Side History Club)

6.6

Quality views

9.6

Planting plan

2.5

Commonwealth Proposal, 2007

6.7

Industrial heritage

9.7

Planting schedule

(Commonwealth Development)

6.8

Brownfield contamination

9.8

Pillar framing perspective

2.6

Current Conditions

6.9

Ecological character

9.9

Pillar elevation

2.7

Existing Conditions - Wasteland

7.1

Mill building use diagram

9.1

Pillar plan

2.8

Existing Conditions - Natural

7.2

Master Plan - Ecological

9.11

Pillar day and night views

2.9

Existing Conditions - Current Uses

7.3

Master Plan - Community

9.12

Pillar architectural inspiration

2.1

Inside the Mill (Zane Williams)

7.4

Master Plan - Recreational

10.1

Regional impact

3.1

Project Workflow

7.5

Lookin' cool

10.2

Existing path into Garver

3.2

Looking east across Starkweather

7.6

Public meeting survey handouts

10.3

Salt-bleached trees on site

3.3

Overgrown streambank

7.7

Public meeting flyer

10.4

Educational equipment found on-site

3.4

Current access across railroad

7.8

Brainstorm

10.5

View of Starkweather Creek

3.5

Starkweather viewed from railroad bridge

8.1

Conceptual design transect

11.1

Time Log

4.1

Chemicals in Starkweather Creek (Nelson Institute)

8.2

Design transect in plan

11.2

Pre-Q Values

4.2

View of Starkweather confluence area

8.3

Conceptual master plan areas

11.3

Post-Q Values

4.3

Proposed Alum treatment

8.4

Illustrative master plan

(City of Madison Engineering)

8.5

Bird's eye existing conditions
(Craig Wilson 2011)

4.4

Constructed wetland methodology

4.5

Capital City Trail bridge over Starkweather

4.6

Bird's Eye of Garver, 1980's (East Side History Club)

4.7

Foundries' Garden precedent study

8.7

Path system

4.8

Duisburg-Nord precedent study

8.8

Grading plan

4.9

Haute Deule precedent study

8.9

Existing grade

5.1

Demographic Analyses (Dane County GIS)

8.1

Proposed grade

5.2

Watershed Analysis

8.11

Existing stormwater infiltration

5.3

Watershed design recommendations

8.12

Proposed stormwater infiltration

5.4

Regional parks analysis

8.13

Water flow

5.5

Regional parks amenity chart

8.14

Habitat creation section

5.6

Bicycle infrastructure

8.15

Touchpoints

5.7

Capital City Trail linkages

8.16

Interpretive features

5.8

Cultural amenities

8.17

Educational features

5.9

Gateways from downtown

8.18

Signage standards model

8.6

Bird's eye design proposal

Appendix

(Craig Wilson 2011)
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